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Today’s Purpose

ü Learn the foundations of Person Centered
Thinking

üReview how information can be gathered into 
documents to share with others



The Learning Community for Person 
Centered Practices

TLCPCP envisions a world where all people have positive control 
over the lives they have chosen for themselves. Our efforts 
focus on people who have lost or may lose positive control 

because of society's response to the presence of a disability. 
We foster a global learning community that shares knowledge 

for that purpose. 



Person Centered Thinking
Underlies and guides respectful listening 
which leads to actions, resulting in people 
who: 

– Have positive control over the life they desire and 
find satisfying;

– Are recognized and valued for their contributions 
(current and potential) to their communities; and

– Are supported in a web of relationships, both natural 
and paid, within their communities



What are Person Centered 
Thinking Skills?

A set of value- based skills that reinforce continuous 
learning and practices that:

– Help us support rather than fix
– Build the culture of learning, partnership, and 

accountability
– Work for humans
– Work at every level in the organization
– Affirm our belief that everyone can learn 



PCT Beyond Requirements
• It’s the right thing to do AND 

• It is the foundation for meeting the Centers 
for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) 
requirements for residential settings and 
service planning.  

• Person-centered service plans must be 
developed through a person-centered 
planning process



Our Mantra

Help people get better lives
Not just better paper



PCT SKILLS



Introducing the Core Concept: 

IMPORTANT TO
AND

IMPORTANT FOR
AND

THE BALANCE BETWEEN THEM



Important TO
What is important to a person includes those things in life which 
help us to be satisfied, content, comforted, fulfilled, and happy.  
It includes: 

• Things to have 

• Rituals or routines

• Status and control

• Culture and identity

• Rhythm or pace of life

• Purpose and meaning

• People to be with /relationships

• Things to do and places to go



Important FOR (Part One):
• Issues of health:  

― Prevention of illness 
― Treatment of illness / medical conditions 
― Promotion of wellness (e.g.: diet, exercise) 

• Issues of safety:
― Environment 
― Well being ---- physical and emotional 
― Free from fear 



Important FOR (Part Two):

• What others see as 
necessary to help 
the person:
― Be valued 

― Be a contributing 
member of their 
community



Important To and For are Connected

• ‘Important to’ and ‘important for’ influence each other 

• No one does anything that is ‘important for’ them 
(willingly) unless a piece of it is ‘important to’ them

Balance is dynamic (changing) and always involves 
tradeoffs:
– Among the things that are ‘important to’; 
– Between important ‘to’ and ‘for’



Example of The Connection



Health and Safety Dictate Lifestyle



All Choice, No Reponsibility



Balance



Finding the Balance
• We all make tradeoffs between the many different things 

that are important to us.
– Some people may love living in a particular place.

– And are willing to make the tradeoff when living there means a 
longer commute to the work they love.

• We also make tradeoffs between what is important to us
and what is important for us.  These tradeoffs can be 
temporary OR long-term solutions.
― Fun time with my friends is important to me. Having a clean 

house is part of being valued by my friends. House cleaning 
occasionally comes before having fun with friends. 

― Expressing personal opinions and speaking my mind is 
important to me, but not cussing in front of my neighbors is 
important for me.



Implementation of Person Centered
Practices is:

A Promise to be honest

•To let people know when what they are telling us will 
take time
•When we do not know how to help them get what 

they are asking for 
•When what the person is telling us is in conflict with

staying healthy or safe and we can’t find a good 
balance between important to and important for



Rituals and Routines

Rituals guide us through our days and 
bring consistency, comfort and control

• Morning 
• Going to bed
• Mealtimes
• Transition
• Birthday
• Cultural/Holiday

• Not Feeling Well
• Spiritual
• Vacation
• Comfort
• Celebration
• Grief/Loss



Ty’s Morning Routine
6:00 AM his phone alarm goes off. Wakes up but stay in bed, grabs iphone & begins Spanish 
lessons on Duolingo

6:15 AM gets up to take a shower. Grabs his orange & green towels from the hook in his 
closet and grabs the next change of clothes hanging on the back of his door. He always 
hangs up three days worth of color-coordinated outfits every Sunday (after checking the 
weather) and wears them in the order they are hanging.  

6:16 AM he leaves his room, switches his room status sign to “you cannot come in” and walks 
to the bathroom. He turns on the shower to heat up the water and changes the setting on the 
shower to soft rain. While the water is warming up, he brushes his teeth with a Kids Colgate 
mild bubble fruit toothpaste and OralB Complete electric toothbrush. Dislikes “spicy” 
toothpaste.

6:18 AM washes body and hair with Suave kids hair/bodywash watermelon scent and his 
loofah mesh sponge. He practices his voice acting while taking a shower by repeating lines 
from his favorite videos.

6:30 AM Dries off with orange towel, uses green towel to stand and dry his feet. Dresses, 
puts on socks/shoes, puts on Degree Ultraclear Ocean Air antiperspirant (no “sticky” 
deodorants.) Brushes hair, uses beard oil and combs beard. 



Ty’s Routine Continued
6:31 AM goes back to room to hang up towels then goes to kitchen. He gives me a 
good morning hug. Some days eats hash browns he makes in air fryer with Hormel 
microwave bacon other days he has chicken biscuit. 

6:35 AM Sits down on recliner and eats breakfast, drinks orange juice or apple juice. 
He watches videos on his iphone while eating. He might talk to me if I’m not feeling 
rushed. 

6:55 AM he empties/loads the dishwasher. Fills up his water bottle with G2 Gatorade 
Lemon-Lime. Takes water bottle to his room.

7:05 Goes back to his room, switches his room status sign to “I’m inside my room 
hello!” He starts to pack up his back back, pack up water bottle, makes sure he has his 
drawing papers and that his colored pencils are nice and sharp. After he’s packed, he’ll 
get on his phone and look at Instagram to see what his friends are up to or will watch 
videos (Thomas the Tank Engine and Family Guy are favorites) 

7:30 He grabs his tennis racket, leaves his room, changes his sign and gets in the car 
to go to school. 



Communication Chart



Sample Communication Chart



Organizing Discovery Information

Two ways we organize what we learn:

1. A Person Centered Description (PCD)
2. A One Page Description (OPD)



Person Centered Description



One Page Description

For a specific purpose: for example new situations-
like a new job;  meeting new people;  at the front of the 
person’s records.

An at- a- glance positive way to share key information 
about:

What people like and admire
What is most important to
How to best support

All one page descriptions have these three sections at minimum



Maxwell‘s One Page Description



Liam’s One Page Description



Ty’s One Page Description



Sarah‘s One Page Description



Ruth’s One Page Description
~ R u th ‘s  On e Page Descrip tio n  ( a t h om e) ~ 

 

What is Important to 
Ruth 

• Living with granddaughter 
and grandson-in-law 

• Being warm and feeling 
safe with caregivers 

• Having “a little pour” 
before bed (rum and tea) 

• Being a part of whatever 
is going on at home ~ being 
in the middle of it! 

• Sweets during the day! 

What People Like and Admire 
about Ruth 

 

• Such a “grandmother” 
• A true lady 
• Has the gift of gab ~ can hold a 

conversation with anyone! 
• Always dressed so nice ~ everything 

always matches, right down to socks 
and earrings 

• Very liberal thinker for her age 

Supports Ruth Needs to be Happy, Healthy and Safe 
 

• Needs people to ask frequently if she is warm enough and help her put on 
sweater/sweatshirt if she is not (she’ll be cold when you’re not) 

• Must have assistance with her medications ~ knows them by color but you 
need to dole them out and keep track of times 

• Needs assistance with bathing and dressing ~ will tell you what clothes 
she wants to wear for the day/event 

• When bathing, no water on face ~ she will wash with cloth 
• Must talk with daughter 2-3 times a week on the phone ~ will need you to 

dial for her 
• Must see her doctor right away if she has cough, fever or is “off 

balance” ~ indications of systemic infection that will grow quickly!  

People Who Support her Best 
• Like to chit chat 
• Are timely and stay busy 
• Polite and mannerly 
• Have a witty and dry sense of humor 
• Can be reassuring and help Ruth feel 

safe 



Learning Wheel

Person          
Centered

Description
Action
Planning

What needs to stay the same?
What needs to change?

Implementation
& Learning

PCT SKILLS



Thank you!!!
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